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you know, i've always been a little scared of the so-called masterpiece. its a flick made by a very specific kind of person, and more often than not
those people are full of shit. i think a lot of us were amazed when wong kar-wai finally made something that wasnt a brilliant piece of narrative art
that somehow mirrored our own interiorities. and for that reason, i was a little hesitant to watch this. but i actually ended up really liking it. it has a

wonderfully dreamy and paranoid quality, and its about a man who is so distracted by thoughts of his past that they blossom into a dangerous
reality within him. its so wonderful to see this guy just go off the deep end. maybe it was because i liked yeunwoo so much, or maybe i was just
growing fond of the movie, or maybe it was because the end was absolutely devastating, but whatever the reason, i really ended up loving this

film. i guess its just the kind of thing that can completely charm you out of your proverbial sense of self-importance. maybe this should be a thing,
that people who love movies make a list of the movies they love. the same way people who love food make a list of the meals they like. well, who

knows? maybe it would happen. but if it does, and i happen to make one, i want to do it for films that i think are awesome and wouldnt exist
without the filmmakers who made them. i want to make sure its not just me. so here goes: yes, its complicated and sometimes strange, and yes,

you may hate the end as much as i did, but im pretty sure there are some great things about the movie. i love its visuals, its thematic concerns, its
almost mythic quality, its emotional connections, its poetic moments. and i love the way it uses action to say stuff. it was the most fun i had at a

movie all year. chantal is one of the coolest movie stars in hollywood right now.
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As a long-time fan, I think its a good sign that he followed this film as closely as he did. And he and Chang-fu are locked in a long, glorious battle
where neither side gives ground for quite some time. Finally, one of them decides to attack. And when he does, she throws a bamboo staff at him
and its perfect. In what is supposed to be the most important fight of his life, Wong gets knocked out by a bamboo staff. I think this is just one of

the many things that inspired this movie. I think the best modern Hong Kong movies about the old martial world are the NANJING DIRECTOR movies
and TIP-TOE BOYS (which I think was actually entirely shot in the old martial-arts film studios in Nanjing.) But I wouldnt say theres much overlap

with this one. I think we will see Ip Man Three, Ip Man Two, maybe Ip Man One now that its been made the NANJING movies, but I cant imagine we
will ever see another Ip Man. Theyre saving that for when the Kung Fu cult hits the big time. Here, its more about his role, the family that owns the
kung fu school, and the old masters who pass on the way traditions end. Wong had clearly been thinking a lot about the question of how to tell this

story. I think youre seeing this in the better films in the series: that while still interesting, they work more like gripping ensemble pieces with the
main character leading the way. Their story of the old masters serving as a backdrop is just as important as Ip Man himself. He isnt a strong

enough character for that. Its is better suited to a comedy or action movie, which is what Wong has turned it into. And that works, because that is
the niche that his films are best suited for. 5ec8ef588b
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